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Your browser creates a packet addressed to 131.155.70.11;
gives packet to the Internet.
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Client can reuse $c$ across multiple queries, but this leaks metadata. Let’s assume one-time $c$.

**KEM+AE view:**
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Client sends $k = H(c, e, Sc + e)$ encapsulated as $Sc + e$.
Random $c \in F^{5413}_2$; random small $e \in F^{6960}_2$; public key $S \in F^{6960} \times F^{5413}_2$.
$S$ has secret Goppa structure allowing server to decrypt.

"Niederreiter KEM", smaller:
Client sends $k = H(e, S'e)$ encapsulated as $S'e \in F^{1547}_2$.

Client → server:
packet containing $Sc + e; E^k(0; q)$.
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client:
packet containing $E^k(1; r)$.

Server
(Combine with ECDH KEM)
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“McEliece KEM”:
Client sends $k = H(c, e, Sc + e)$
encapsulated as $Sc + e$.

Random $c \in \mathbb{F}_2^{5413}$;
random small $e \in \mathbb{F}_2^{6960}$;
public key $S \in \mathbb{F}_2^{6960 \times 5413}$.

$S$ has secret Goppa structure
allowing server to decrypt.

“Niederreiter KEM”, smaller:
Client sends $k = H(e, S'e)$
encapsulated as $S'e \in \mathbb{F}_2^{1547}$.

Client $\rightarrow$ server:
packet containing $Sc + e, E_k(0, q)$.
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server $\rightarrow$ client:
packet containing $E_k(1, r)$.

$r$ states a server address
and the server’s public key.
What if the key is too long
to fit into a single packet?

One simple answer:
Client separately requests
each block of public key.
Can do many requests in parallel.
Post-quantum encrypted DNS

**McEliece KEM**: Client sends $k = H(c, e, Sc + e)$ encapsulated as $Sc + e$.

- Random $c \in \mathbb{F}_{5413}^2$;
- Small $e \in \mathbb{F}_{6960}^2$;
- Public key $S \in \mathbb{F}_{6960}^{5413}$.

Secret Goppa structure allows server to decrypt.

**Niederreiter KEM**, smaller: Client sends $k = H(e, S' e)$ encapsulated as $S' e \in \mathbb{F}_{1547}^2$.

Confidentiality: Attacker can’t guess $k$, can’t decrypt $E_k(0, q)$; $E_k(1, r)$.

Integrity: Server never signs anything, but $E_k$ includes authentication. Attacker can send new queries but can’t forge $q$ or $r$.

Availability: Attacker can replay request.

Client → server: packet containing $Sc + e, E_k(0, q)$. (Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client: packet containing $E_k(1, r)$.

$r$ states a server address and the server’s public key. What if the key is too long to fit into a single packet?

One simple answer: Client separately requests each block of public key. Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality: Attacker can’t decrypt.

Availability: Client discards forgery, continues waiting for reply, eventually retransmits request.
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“McEliece KEM”:
Client sends $k = H(c, e, Sc + e)$
encapsulated as $Sc + e$.

Random $c \in \mathbb{F}_{6960}^2$;
random small $e \in \mathbb{F}_{5413}^2$;
public key $S \in \mathbb{F}_{6960}^{5413}$.
$S$ has secret Goppa structure
allowing server to decrypt.

“Niederreiter KEM”, smaller:
Client sends $k = H(e, S'e)$
encapsulated as $S'e \in \mathbb{F}_{1547}^2$.

Client → server:
packet containing $Sc + e, E_k(0, q)$.
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client:
packet containing $E_k(1, r)$.

$r$ states a server address
and the server’s public key.
What if the key is too long
to fit into a single packet?

One simple answer:
Client separately requests
each block of public key.
Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality:
Attacker can’t guess $k$,
can’t decrypt $E_k(0, q)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything,
but $E_k$ includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries
but can’t forge $q$ or $r$.
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery,
continues waiting for reply,
eventually retransmits request.
Post-quantum encrypted DNS

“McEliece KEM”:
Client sends $k = H(c; e; Sc + e)$
encapsulated as $Sc + e$.

Random $c \in F_{5413}^2$;
random small $e \in F_{6960}^2$;
public key $S \in F_{6960} \times F_{5413}^2$.

$S$ has secret Goppa structure
allowing server to decrypt.

“Niederreiter KEM”, smaller:
Client sends $k = H(e; S' e)$
encapsulated as $S' e \in F_{1547}^2$.

Client → server:
packet containing $Sc + e; E_k(0; q)$.
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client:
packet containing $E_k(1; r)$.

$r$ states a server address
and the server’s public key.
What if the key is too long
to fit into a single packet?

One simple answer:
Client separately requests
each block of public key.
Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality:
Attacker can’t guess $k$,
can’t decrypt $E_k(0; q), E_k(1; r)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything,
but $E_k$ includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries
but can’t forge $q$ or $r$.
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery,
continues waiting for reply,
eventually retransmits request.
Client → server:
packet containing $Sc+e, E_k(0, q)$.
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client:
packet containing $E_k(1, r)$.

$r$ states a server address
and the server’s public key.

What if the key is too long
to fit into a single packet?

One simple answer:
Client separately requests
each block of public key.
Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality:
Attacker can’t guess $k$,
can’t decrypt $E_k(0, q), E_k(1, r)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything,
but $E_k$ includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries
but can’t forge $q$ or $r$.
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery,
continues waiting for reply,
eventually retransmits request.
Client → server:
packet containing $Sc + e, E_k(0, q)$. (Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client:
packet containing $E_k(1, r)$.

$r$ states a server address
and the server’s public key.

What if the key is too long
to fit into a single packet?

A simple answer:
Client separately requests
each block of public key.
Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality:
Attacker can’t guess $k$,
can’t decrypt $E_k(0, q), E_k(1, r)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything,
but $E_k$ includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries
but can’t forge $q$ or $r$.
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery,
continues waiting for reply,
eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB
for long-term confidence today.
Is this size a problem?
Do we need to switch to
lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of an average web page
in Alexa Top 100,000: 1.8MB.
Web page often needs
public keys for several servers,
but public key for a server
can be reused for many pages.
\[ Sc + e, E_k(0, q). \]
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

\[ E_k(1, r). \]

Client → server:
packet containing \( Sc + e, E_k(0, q). \)
(Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client:
packet containing \( E_k(1, r). \)

r states a server address
and the server's public key.

What if the key is too long
and can't fit into a single packet?

One simple answer:
Client separately requests
each block of public key.
Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality:
Attacker can't guess \( k \),
can't decrypt \( E_k(0, q), E_k(1, r) \).

Integrity:
Server never signs anything,
but \( E_k \) includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries
but can't forge \( q \) or \( r \).
Attacker \textit{can} replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery,
continues waiting for reply,
eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB
for long-term confidence today.
Is this size a problem?
Do we need to switch
to lower-confidence approaches
such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page
in Alexa Top 1000000:
1.8MB.

Web page often needs
public keys for several
servers,
but public key for a server
can be reused for
Client → server: packet containing $S + e; E_k(0; q)$. (Combine with ECDH KEM.)

Server → client: packet containing $E_k(1; r)$. $r$ states a server address and the server's public key.

What if the key is too long to fit into a single packet?
One simple answer: Client separately requests each block of public key. Can do many requests in parallel.

Confidentiality:
Attacker can’t guess $k$, can’t decrypt $E_k(0, q), E_k(1, r)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything, but $E_k$ includes authentication. Attacker can send new queries but can't forge $q$ or $r$.
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery, continues waiting for reply, eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today.

Is this size a problem? Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB.

Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.
Confidentiality:
Attacker can’t guess \( k \),
can’t decrypt \( E_k(0, q) \), \( E_k(1, r) \).

Integrity:
Server never signs anything,
but \( E_k \) includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries
but can’t forge \( q \) or \( r \).
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery,
continues waiting for reply,
eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB
for long-term confidence today.
Is this size a problem?
Do we need to switch to
lower-confidence approaches
such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page
in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB.
Web page often needs
public keys for several servers,
but public key for a server
can be reused for many pages.
Confidentiality:
Attacker can't guess $k$, can't decrypt $E_k(0, q), E_k(1, r)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything, includes authentication. Attacker can send new queries but can't forge $q$ or $r$. Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery, continues waiting for reply, eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today.

Is this size a problem?
Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB.

Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys:
switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys.

Rationale: "forward secrecy"—subsequent theft of computer doesn't allow decryption.

E.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement: new key every connection.
Confidentiality: Attacker can't guess $k$, can't decrypt $E_k(0; q)$, $E_k(1; r)$.

Integrity: Server never signs anything, but $E_k$ includes authentication. Attacker can send new queries but can't forge $q$ or $r$. Attacker can replay request.

Availability: Client discards forgery, continues waiting for reply, eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today.

Is this size a problem? Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB.

Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys.

Rationale: “forward secrecy”—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption. e.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement: new key every connection.
Confidentiality:
Attacker can't guess $k$, can't decrypt $E_k(0; q); E_k(1; r)$.

Integrity:
Server never signs anything, but $E_k$ includes authentication.
Attacker can send new queries but can't forge $q$ or $r$.
Attacker can replay request.

Availability:
Client discards forgery, continues waiting for reply, eventually retransmits request.

Big keys
McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today.
Is this size a problem?
Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB.
Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys.
Rationale: “forward secrecy” — subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

E.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.
Safer: new key every minute.
Easier to implement: new key every connection.
Big keys

McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today.
Is this size a problem?
Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB.

Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and **promptly erasing old keys**.

Rationale: “forward secrecy” — subsequent theft of computer doesn't allow decryption.

E.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement: new key every connection.
The McEliece public key is 1MB in size. Is this size a problem for long-term confidence today? Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC? The average web page in Alexa Top 1000000 is 1.8MB. A page often needs public keys for several servers, but a public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys.

Rationale: “forward secrecy” — subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

E.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?
If server makes new key:
key gen, ≤ 1 per minute;
client encrypts to new key;
server decrypts.
McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today. Is this size a problem? Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC? Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB. Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and **promptly erasing old keys**. Rationale: “forward secrecy”—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption. E.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours. Safer: new key every minute. Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute? If server makes new key:

- key gen, ≤1 per minute;
- client encrypts to new key;
- server decrypts.
Big keys

McEliece public key is 1MB for long-term confidence today. Is this size a problem? Do we need to switch to lower-confidence approaches such as NTRU or QC-MDPC?

Size of average web page in Alexa Top 1000000: 1.8MB. Web page often needs public keys for several servers, but public key for a server can be reused for many pages.

Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and **promptly erasing old keys**.

Rationale: “forward secrecy”—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

e.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key:

key gen, \( \leq 1 \) per minute;

client encrypts to new key;

server decrypts.
Most important limitation on reuse of public keys:
switching to new keys and **promptly erasing old keys**.

Rationale: “forward secrecy”—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

e.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement:
new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key: key gen, \(\leq 1\) per minute; client encrypts to new key; server decrypts.
Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and **promptly erasing old keys**.

Rationale: “forward secrecy”—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

e.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.

Safer: new key every minute.

Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key:
key gen, \( \leq 1 \) per minute;
client encrypts to new key;
server decrypts.

If client makes new key:
client has key-gen cost;
server has encryption cost;
client has decryption cost.

Either way:
one key transmission for each active client-server pair.
Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys.

Rationale: “forward secrecy”—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours. Safer: new key every minute. Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key: key gen, $\leq 1$ per minute; client encrypts to new key; server decrypts.

If client makes new key: client has key-gen cost; server has encryption cost; client has decryption cost.

Either way: one key transmission for each active client-server pair.

How does a stateless server encrypt to a new client key without storing the key?
Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys.

Rationale: "forward secrecy"—subsequent theft of computer doesn’t allow decryption.

E.g. Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours.
Safer: new key every minute.
Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key:
key gen, $\leq 1$ per minute;
client encrypts to new key;
server decrypts.

If client makes new key:
client has key-gen cost;
server has encryption cost;
client has decryption cost.

Either way:
one key transmission for each active client-server pair.

How does a stateless server encrypt to a new client key without storing the key?
Most important limitation on reuse of public keys: switching to new keys and promptly erasing old keys. Rationale: "forward secrecy"—subsequent theft of computer doesn't allow decryption. E.g., Microsoft SChannel switches keys every two hours. Safer: new key every minute. Easier to implement: new key every connection.

What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key: key gen, $\leq 1$ per minute; client encrypts to new key; server decrypts.

If client makes new key: client has key-gen cost; server has encryption cost; client has decryption cost.

Either way: one key transmission for each active client-server pair.

How does a stateless server encrypt to a new client key without storing the key?
What is the performance of a new key every minute?

If server makes new key:
key gen, \(\leq 1\) per minute;
client encrypts to new key;
server decrypts.

If client makes new key:
client has key-gen cost;
server has encryption cost;
client has decryption cost.

Either way:
one key transmission for each active client-server pair.

How does a stateless server encrypt to a new client key without storing the key?
What is the performance of a new key every minute? If server makes new key: key gen, \( \leq 1 \) per minute; client encrypts to new key; server decrypts. If client makes new key: client has key-gen cost; server has encryption cost; client has decryption cost. Either way: one key transmission for each active client-server pair.

How does a *stateless* server encrypt to a new client key without storing the key? Slice McEliece public key so that each slice of encryption produces separate small output. Client sends slices (in parallel), receives outputs as cookies, sends cookies (in parallel). Server combines cookies. Continue up through tree. Server generates randomness as secret function of key hash. Statelessly verifies key hash.